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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like sweet potato pie!

The Steaming Pile
Straight from You-Know-Where!

Oops! I accidentally _______
(Results from Googling that phrase followed by a letter)

The whole thing
Bought the wrong porn
Broke a pinkie promise
Cockslapped your girlfriend
Cut my dog with scissors
Cut off my dick
David Olsen
Divided by Zero
Drank denatured alcohol
Dropped toothpaste on
my penis
Farted during anal sex
Gave myself a hickey
Gave my baby Red Bull
Got my mom pregnant
Inhaled bleach fumes
Injected air
Jesus
Just dutch ovened myself
Killed Kenny (You bastards!)
Lost the Game
Left porn on my desktop

Mistook them for Flintstones’ vitamins
My whole Super Nintendo
Made a ‘mess’
Opened Internet Explorer
Olivia (the WHOLE THING)
Pooped on my boyfriend
Put in two tampons
Pulled out my eyelashes
Ran over a cat
Resurrected Hitler
Sold my soul to Satan
Said “I love you”
TURNED CAPS LOCK ON
Typed this in Comic Sans
Vaporized my calc teacher
Washed my weed
Washed a diaper
X’d my Y
Verbed the adjective noun
Saw Nick’s Pee Pee
Found the Z-Spot
Prematured
Said what she said

Happy Black History Month!
We’re celebrating by printing in
black ink! All month!

Say Some Shit

by Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

Have you ever thought about how many times someone said “Oh
hey you smell good” in contrast with how many times you thought
someone smelt bad and never said anything at all? Why is that? I
always wonder when it became socially acceptable to compliment
someone but not to give some a shout out to let them know they
smell, well, bad. You know, like “Bitch! You smell like tacos!”
I’m not suggesting it’s time to start being mean, per se - however, it’s
become so typical and common to tell people the truth on some
days and not others. For example: if someone is annoying you one
day, instead of telling them they’re annoying you, you’re nice to
them and just talk about how theyr’e annoying you to other people.
So what happens the next day when you’re not annoyed anymore
and other people let them know that yesterday they annoyed you?
When shit hits the fan with a friend, you’ve got to say it. “STFU bitch,
you’re annoying me today.”
...see Shitsnax on back

Shocking Revelations Regarding
Referees
-Big O Reporting

As many of you know, MTU lost
to their rivals at home this year, in
a 5-2 game. What many of you
may also know if you were there,
is that the referees seemed to
be almost completely and totally blind. Well, it took some
research, but this reporter has
gotten to the bottom of this issue as it were.
Immediately following the game,
many fans were interviewed.
The overwhelming response
from fans was that “Those refs
were totally paid off”. Could it
be? Could the integrity of the
organization of referees as a
whole be so easily undermined?
This reporter went undercover,
and scoured financial records of
anyone likely to have given the
refs money, and the records of
the refs themselves. The account
balances seemed to point towards no ill-dealings. So what
could have happened?
Well, as I mentioned, I was already in the accounts and under
cover for all the referees. So I
did a little bit of snooping. Upon
searching the medical records of
the referees, I found something
positively and utterly shocking. All the refs that have ever
ref’d for MTU have been blind
and deaf. Every single one of

them. Medically blind and deaf!
There was also another anomaly
among the referees of the NMU
game. One of them wrote their
religion as ‘black magic’. This simply could not be left alone. I had
to investigate.
I searched far and wide, and
found 3 of the referees. When
asked about why we were getting penalties that weren’t there.
“To be honest, we couldn’t see
or hear anything. We just called
penalties and hoped there was
something there. Wait… What?
You mean that NMU knocked
the MTU goalie over, and then
proceeded to elbow his helmet off, and we called a double
penalty on MTU? Wow… Did
anyone even score though? I
...see Black Magician Ref on back

See this? This is the final incantation!
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

We Deliver All Over This Place
Just Call For A Hot Studio Pizza!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

...from Black Magician Ref on front

don’t remember…“ One ref was
quoted as saying. The answers
among them seemed to be the
same. They couldn’t make out
any penalties and only listened
to what the black magic ref said.
They can’t even explain how
they even heard him, only that
they did.

...from Shitsnax on front

orate. Sadly I could not stay. The
chills got colder, my soul itself
felt like it was being ripped from
me. And the screams got closer
and closer.
With this evidence, I hope to
convince the WCHA to schedule
a rematch, this time with refs that
aren’t blind! Or Def! Or black
magicians!

That left a question burning on
my
mind
though. What
did the black
magic referee
do? When I
went to his
home, there
was nobody
there. Completely empty. As I walked
in, there was
OMG DO YOU SEE THAT!? IT’S TOTALLY TRIPPING!
a cold shiver,
I clutched my cross, and I swear
I heard a faint screaming down
the empty hallways as I scoured
the house. Finally, I found it! It
was a spell book. Specifically, it
was a spell book for conjuring
hockey penalties! I didn’t even
know such things existed! There
were spells for invisible tripping,
charging, pushing, holding, and
elbowing. Spells to teleport
players randomly to the scene
of a magical foul so as to frame
them. There was even a spell
to make a small green dog run
across the ice- something that
many fans were able to corrob-

There are all things that
we all think about and
never say. Why don’t
we say them? If we fail
to tell someone to stfu
everytime they flip a
switch and say “let there
be light” then they’ll
never stop. If you don’t
tell farmer Joe he chews
like a horse, chances are
he will continue to live
his life chewing as such.
If you don’t rear end the
asshole that didn’t use
his turn signal, maybe
next time he will.
Our petpeeves in life a
lot of the time honestly
consist of the things we
neglect to say. So, start
saying some honest HOW DARE YOU PUT SIR FLUFFYKINS THE GREAT IN
A ‘BATH’! YOU WILL DIE FOR THIS TREACHERY!
shit.
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